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ABSTRACT

The possible role of magnetic flux emergence in the initiation of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) is investigated
in the framework of the breakout model. The ideal MHD equations are solved numerically on a spherical,
axisymmetric (2.5-dimensional) domain. An initial multiflux system in steady equilibrium containing a pre-eruptive
region consisting of three arcades with alternating magnetic flux polarity is kept in place by the magnetic tension
of the overlying closed magnetic field of a helmet streamer. The emergence of new magnetic flux in the central
arcade is simulated by means of a time-dependent boundary condition on the vector potential applied at the solar
base. Height-time plots of the ejected material, as well as time evolution of the magnetic, kinetic and internal
energy in the entire domain as functions of flux emergence rate, are produced. The results show that the emergence
of new magnetic flux in the central arcade triggers a CME. The obtained eruption corresponds to a slow CME,
and conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic energy is observed.

Subject headings: MHD — solar wind — Sun: corona — Sun: magnetic fields

1. INTRODUCTION

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar flares are the most
violent and energetic (∼1032 erg) phenomena occurring in the
solar atmosphere. In particular, CMEs are huge solar plasma
clouds, with masses in the range of 1013–1016 g, carrying a
frozen-in magnetic field and propagating through the inter-
planetary (IP) medium with velocities of typically 400–500 km
s�1, even if so-called fast CMEs can reach velocities well be-
yond 1000 km s�1, causing huge shock waves.

Both space-born and ground-based observations of the Sun
are of fundamental importance in understanding the correlation
between CMEs and the evolution of magnetic field. A review
of observational studies can be found in Schwenn et al. (2006).
The mechanisms thought to be responsible for initiating CMEs
are the twisting and shearing of magnetic field lines (Man-
chester et al. 2008), and flux emergence (Liu et al. 2005). Which
of these is the most critical parameter is not yet clear (Liu &
Hayashi 2006). Martin et al. (1982) studied the positions of 88
flares and concluded that at least two-thirds of the flares were
strictly related to the flux emergence, while Green et al. (2003)
studied four young active regions and found that the majority
of CMEs and flares occurred during or after new flux emer-
gence. Recently, Zhang et al. (2008) published a statistical
study of 189 CME-source regions, 46 active regions, and 15
newly emerging active regions, finding that 60% of the CME-
source regions have a magnetic flux increase during 12 hr
before the eruption, and 40% show a magnetic flux decrease.
Sterling et al. (2008) showed that emergence of new magnetic
flux is intimately related to the rise of the filament and CMEs
eruptions. The same authors claim that their observations do
not allow them to determine with confidence which, if any,
among the mechanisms of tether cutting, breakout, or ideal
MHD instability is responsible for the transition from the slow
rise of the filament to the fast eruption.

Numerical simulations might help us to obtain a better un-
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derstanding of which possible theoretical scenario would allow
for the initiation of an eruption and which of those different
mechanisms could explain the observations in the best way.
Excellent papers are available in the literature reviewing the
different CME initiation theories and models (i.e., Klimchuk
2001; Forbes et al. 2006; Roussev & Sokolov 2006). Chen &
Shibata (2000) studied the role of flux cancellation at the base
of the already formed flux rope to initiate a CME. Dubey et
al. (2006) extended this model to include geometrical effects,
gas pressure, gravity, and the gravitational stratification of the
surrounding medium. Amari et al. (2000) investigated, in a
simple bipolar topology, the role of flux cancellation in the
destabilization of a flux rope formed by shearing/twisting mo-
tions. Linker et al. (2003) reconsidered the same problem in a
spherical geometry, while Amari et al. (2007) studied it in a
complex multiflux configuration. Fan & Gibson (2004) showed
that a sufficiently twisted flux tube emerging in the solar atmo-
sphere can become kink-unstable, resulting in an eruption.

The aim of this work is to study whether flux emergence
alone can be a possible trigger mechanism for CMEs. We pre-
sent the results of several numerical simulations in which an
initial equilibrium configuration is made unstable by the ad-
dition of new magnetic flux. Van der Holst et al. (2007) studied
the breakout model of Antiochos et al. (1999) embedded in an
axial symmetric solar wind, using shearing of the magnetic
footpoints as a driving mechanism for the CME initiation. The
resulting CME turned out to be a slow event, contrary to what
is predicted by the breakout model (MacNeice et al. 2004).
This research is the extension of the work of van der Holst et
al. (2007), investigating a different initiation scenario, viz.,
magnetic flux emergence. In the next section the setup of the
simulation is described in more detail. In § 3 the results of
simulations using different emergence rates are presented and
discussed. The conclusions are presented in § 4.

2. THE MODEL

The ideal MHD equations are solved numerically on a spher-
ical, axisymmetric (2.5-dimensional) domain covering the region
between the solar north and south pole, i.e., (r, c) � [1 R ,,

. The domain is discretized by a non-equidis-30 R ] # [0, p],

tant grid with cells. A logarithmic grid stretching480# 201
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Fig. 1.—Snapshots of the relative density and of the magnetic field lines after 20 hr 53 minutes (first panel), 24 hr 35 minutes (second panel), 29 hr 30 minutes
(third panel), and 41 hr 47 minutes (fourth panel).

is used in both the radial and angular directions. A first-to-last
grid cell ratio of 135 is used in the radial direction, while for
the colatitude, the ratio for the equator to polar cell size is 0.3.
All simulations are performed with a modified version of the
versatile advection code (VAC; To´th 1996), as in van der Holst
et al. (2007). The model used for the background solar wind is
similar to the one described in Groth et al. (2000) and Manchester
et al. (2004), using a volumetric heating/cooling term resembling
the effect of radiative losses, thermal conduction, and other heat-
ing mechanisms. The initial configuration of the magnetic field
is a dipole with a strength of 2.2 G at the poles. In the region
with latitude , where , an extra terml � [�0.5,0.5] l p p/2 � c
of the form

A pl0 2A p cos (1)J ( )4r sinc 2Da

is added to the vector potential of the dipole field in order to
create a triple arcade system in the equatorial streamer belt, so
that a magnetic field topology including anX-point, necessary
for the breakout scenario, is obtained. The values of andA0

in equation (1) are and , respec-5Da A p 0.648GR Da p 0.50 ,

tively. The initial configuration is relaxed in time, until a sta-
tionary MHD equilibrium is reached. As boundary conditions
at the solar base, the density, the temperature, and the azimuthal
component of the momentum are fixed tor p 1.6726#0

g cm�3, K, and , respectively, while�16 610 T p 1.5# 10 v p 00 J

the v component of the momentum is extrapolated. Moreover,
for reasons of numerical stability, backflows are not allowed
through the boundary, so if , then is set equal to zerov ! 0 vr r

at the boundary, while for we copy the value of into2v 1 0 r rvr r

the ghost cells. Finally, at the outer boundary all the variables
are extrapolated, since flow is superfast.

The flux emergence is simulated by applying a time-depen-
dent boundary condition on the azimuthal component of the
vector potential, taking the form:

A (t,c)F p A (t p 0,c)FJ rp1 J rp1

(t � t ) pl 10 2�c cos , (2)e ( )Dt 2Dc sinc

where delimits the flux emergence region,Dc p 0.15 Dt p
is the time interval of flux emergence, and is chosent � t ce 0 e

in such a way that, after the time , the previous flux isDt
doubled. The applied boundary condition only modifies the
radial component of magnetic field, , at the inner boundary.Br

After time no more flux emerges. Clearly, due to the sym-te

metry, the total emerging flux is zero at all times. Therefore,
we compute the total amount of unsigned flux, being the sum
of the absolute values of the newly emerged negative and pos-
itive flux, i.e.

F F F F F Fw(t) p w (t) � w (t)� �

2p p/2

p 2 dJ B sinc dc� � rF F
0 p/2�Dc

t � t0p 4pc . (3)e
Dt

With the chosen values for the different parameters, this cor-
responds to a total amount of emerged flux of Mx,223.96# 10
and the corresponding flux emergence rate isdw/dt p

. The total amount of emerging flux after the time in-4pc /Dte

terval is . In our simulations weDt w p w(t ) � w(t ) p 4pctot e 0 e

study the role of the flux emergence rate in CME initiation by
varying the time interval from 6 hr up to 96 hr, so that theDt
flux emergence rate varies from Mx s�1 up to191.79# 10

Mx s�1, respectively.181.14# 10

3. DYNAMIC EVOLUTION

After a steady state is reached, we impose the time-dependent
boundary condition discussed in the previous section. The re-
sults of the simulation for hr are shown in Figures 1Dt p 24
and 2. Figure 1shows snapshots of the evolution of the magnetic
field and of the relative density, i.e.,r p (r �rel CME

, while Figure 2 shows the evolution of the azimuthalr ) /rwind wind

component of the current density . As a consequence of theJJ

flux emergence at the solar base, new radial magnetic field,
, is injected into the central arcade of the pre-existing mag-Br

netic configuration. This results in a new magnetic pressure
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Fig. 2.—Snapshots of the azimuthal component of the current density and of the magnetic field lines after 6 hr 9 minutes (first panel), 18 hr 26 minutes (second
panel), 24 hr 35 minutes (third panel), and 45 hr 28 minutes (fourth panel).

Fig. 3.—Height-time plot for the different . The strength of the field isDt
for all the simulations as well as . Shown arec p �0.9 Dc p 0.15 Dt p 6e

hr (plus sign), 12 hr (cross), 24 hr (square), 48 hr (rhombus), and 96 hr
(triangle).

term, causing force imbalance. Due to this extra pressure, the
central arcade starts to expand outward, through the overlying
dipole field, squeezing theX-point configuration. When the
distance between the central expanding arcade field and the
overlying streamer field is of the order of the grid resolution,
the (numerical) reconnection between these fields sets in. As
Figure 2 shows, the numerical reconnection at the top of the
expanding arcade system starts about 6 hr after the initiation
of the flux emergence. A snapshot of the simulation att p 6
hr is shown in Figure 2 (first panel). During this phase the
density does not seem to change significantly. While the flux
emergence continues, the central arcade expands further, and
reconnection at the top still occurs. After about 19 hr the re-
connection is no longer occurring at the top of the central
arcade, but it still is in the side regions. Magnetic field lines
that belonged to the overlying magnetic field are now part of
the side arcades, so that mass starts to flow through them. The

top of the helmet streamer is now detached from the Sun,
forming a closed plasmoid. Figure 1 (second panel) and Figure
2 (third panel) show the configuration of the system when all
the magnetic flux has emerged, i.e., after 24 hr 35 minutes. In
this phase a relevant increase in density inside the flux rope is
seen; the CME is now formed, but not yet launched. After
about 28 hr the CME accelerates and propagates through a
solar wind with radial velocity, around the equatorial plane, of
about 350 km s�1. During this propagation in an open magnetic
field, no more reconnection occurs, and the cross section be-
comes more circular (see Fig. 1,fourth panel).

Height-time plots are produced for all the simulations, i.e.,
for different flux emergence rates (see Fig. 3). All the eruptions
obtained, independently of the flux emergence rate, are slow
CMEs, with velocities of about 380 km s�1. For times ofDt
6, 12, and 24 hr, no acceleration of the flux rope occurs before
all the flux has emerged, while for 48 and 96 hr there is an
acceleration of the flux rope while flux is still emerging. For
these last two cases the acceleration seems to be slower (see,
for example, the points at 10R,), as if the flux rope is brought
higher in the corona and then still accelerates. This is consistent
with the fact that the flux rope is formed before all the flux
has emerged, so more energy is available.

Finally, the shape of the flux rope as a function of position,
resulting from the simulations, seems to be more elongated for
slow emergence rates until 20R,, but when the flux rope is
leaving the numerical domain, it shows the same shape for all
the simulations performed. Here we stress that the flux emer-
gence rate does not influence either the terminal velocity or
the general morphology of the CMEs.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The time evolution of the various energy terms for the case
hr is plotted in Figure 4. The solid line shows theDt p 24

magnetic free energy of the system, i.e., the difference for each
time between the magnetic energy of the configuration and the
magnetic energy of a potential field having the same distri-
bution of at the boundary at the solar surface. The dottedBr
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Fig. 4.—Free magnetic energy, kinetic energy, and internal energy vs. time,
plotted for the case , , and .c p �0.9 Dt p 24 Dc p 0.15e

and dashed lines show the evolution of kinetic and internal
energy with respect the wind values. As the solid line in Figure
4 shows, our initial configuration is not potential. When the
flux emergence starts at , the magnetic free energy of thet p 0
system starts to increase. The flux, which is linearly increasing
in time, is constant after 24 hr; no more energy is introduced
into the system. The internal energy also increases during the
flux emergence, because this energy term takes into account
the contribution of the plasma pressure. Indeed, the emerging
magnetic field pushes the plasma together to form a high-den-
sity region near the Sun surface. Of course, some contribution
to the internal energy is also made by the plasma that is pushed
through theX-point, where during the emergence phase re-
connection also occurs, filling the closed plasmoid. During this
flux emergence phase, the kinetic energy is the same as that
of the wind, i.e., erg. After 24 hr, when all the flux324 # 10
has emerged, the kinetic energy starts to increase. At 28 hr the
free magnetic energy reaches its maximum and starts to de-
crease. At the same time, the kinetic energy increases further;
magnetic energy is transformed into kinetic energy because of
the numerical reconnection. After 32 hr, when the flux rope is
already propagating toward the general current sheet, internal
energy is transformed into kinetic energy. Finally, when the

flux rope propagates out of the computational domain, the sys-
tem relaxes to a new equilibrium state. This new equilibrium
will have a higher magnetic energy than the original system,
since the photospheric magnetic field is modified. The energy
plots of the other simulations have the same behavior as that
shown for the case hr. Only the case hr isDt p 24 Dt p 96
slightly different: the kinetic energy increases before all the
flux has emerged, in agreement with the fact that the flux rope,
for this case, is accelerated before all the magnetic flux has
emerged. After the flux rope is gone, magnetic energy is still
released into the system. These considerations show that the
energy evolution in the various simulations is not significantly
influenced by the flux emergence rate. Although these simu-
lations show that flux emergence is a suitable mechanism for
the initiation of CMEs, this mechanism seems to be not so
efficient. Despite the significant amount of magnetic energy
pumped into the system (50% of the initial energy, i.e., from
∼ to erg), only 8% of this energy is converted32 322 # 10 3# 10
in kinetic energy, resulting in a slow event. As is evident from
Figure 4, the amount of free magnetic energy stored in the
system during the flux emergence phase is quite low, and this
could influence the fast/slow nature of the CMEs. This could
be a consequence of the role that numerical diffusivity plays
in the energy storage mechanism. In fact, the value in the
simulations is higher than that of the real corona, so this reduces
the efficiency of this mechanism. Nevertheless, the qualitative
evolution of the system and the ability of flux emergence to
trigger CMEs should not be affected. On the other hand, it has
been proved that shearing of the magnetic field is an efficient
mechanism to energize the system. The effect of combining
both initiation mechanisms in CME dynamics will be inves-
tigated in future work.

All the simulations presented in this work were performed
with the HPC cluster VIC of the Katholieke Universiteit of
Leuven. These results were obtained in the projects GOA/2004/
01 (K. U. Leuven), G.0304.07 (FWO-Vlaanderen), and C
90203 (ESA Prodex 8). This work was partially financed by
the Research Office of Catania University. Financial support
by the European Commission through the SOLAIRE Network
(MTRN-CT-2006-035484) is gratefully acknowledged.
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